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NCTM President Linda Gojak introduced the NCTM Board of Directors and delivered the President's Report which included updates on the Council’s activities and no resolutions passed in 2013. Following her report, Gojak made presentations to Affiliates.

**LEADERSHIP CIRCLE MEMBERS RECOGNIZED**

Gojak presented certificates of membership to three Partner Affiliates that qualified as members of the NCTM Affiliate Leadership Circle.

**2014-2017 Leadership Circle**

**SLIVER Member**
1. Texas Association of Supervisors of Mathematics

**GOLD Member**
1. Association of Teachers of Mathematics in Massachusetts

**PLATINUM Member**
1. New York State Association of Mathematics Supervisors

**AFFILIATE PUBLICATION AWARD RECOGNIZED**

Gojak presented a plaque to two Affiliates that qualified as winners of the 2014 Publication Award.

1. Kansas City Area Teachers of Mathematics (Missouri)
   Publication: The Summation (Newsletter)
   Editors: Clare Bell and Sarah Hicks
2. Affiliate: Florida Council of Teachers of Mathematics
   Publication: Dimensions in Mathematics (Journal)
   Editor: Richard Austin

**SPECIAL RECOGNITION OF TWO AFFILIATES’ 100TH ANNIVERSARY**

Gojak presented a plaque to two Affiliates celebrating their organizations’ 100th Anniversary.

1. Metropolitan Mathematics Club of Chicago (Illinois)
2. Association of Mathematics Teachers of New Jersey
RESOLUTIONS PASSED BY THE 2014 DELEGATE ASSEMBLY

RESOLUTION O.NR.14.01
Be it resolved that the Delegate Assembly recommends to the NCTM Board of Directors that: The name for NCTM’s “Affiliates-at Large” be changed to a name that better reflects who and what these organizations represent.

For example: Special Focus Affiliates
Specific Focus Affiliates

RATIONALE: We recommend this updated language for the following two reasons:
1. New name would more closely describe the mission and the purpose of these Affiliates
2. New name would encourage communication and further investigation into the special focus of each Affiliate, thereby promoting membership and mutual goals for all organizations.

Submitted by Affiliates-at-Large Caucus

RESOLUTION O.NR.14.02
Be it resolved that the Delegate Assembly recommends to the NCTM Board of Directors that: The ASC creates pathways/plans/possible ways for Affiliates to adapt their annual meetings to the new schedule 2020.

RATIONALE: Members need help with possible methods to move their conferences, PD, while maintaining and growing membership

Submitted by: Central Caucus